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The music playing is by an 

artist called Taio Cruz; a 

popular UK urban singer 

with several hits since his 

inception. 

 

 

 

 

 

The DJ sounds late 20’s 

with an accent from 

northern England. The DJ 

announces the name of the 

song and artist hastily as 

song fades out. 

 

 

 

A young man of similar age 

to the woman informs 

readers concerning a 

competition to win a chance 

to see their favorite 

Hollyoaks stars. The 

commercial is layered using 

a music bed.  

 

 

The DJ explains the prizes 

and privileges to be won 

from successfully being 

picked and correctly 

answering the question; 

such as all expenses paid 

hotel accommodation and 

shopping money. 

 

The presenter begins a 

conversation with the 

nominated listener to give 

her a chance at winning the 

 

The music represents the 

station’s ident, and 

optimizes the style of music 

from their playlists which 

are refreshed every week. 

The artist has a rising 

reputation and is well 

established with a young 

following. 

 

A younger DJ adds a fresh 

feel to the station which airs 

modern music. Although 

the station is regional her 

accent conveys a sense that 

they employ a wide variety 

of people and their 

ethnicities. 

 

The advert would be 

frequently occurring due to 

the station having its 

commercial status. The 

nature of the completion is 

highly enticing for young 

readers as Hollyoaks as a 

soap appeals to the younger 

generation. 

 

The prizes are tempting and 

heavily appealing to the 

female target audience. 

With respects to stereotypes 

women display addictive 

shopping traits.  

 

 

 

The question will definitely 

attract a lot of listeners as 

the film was of the action 

genre. The film being fairly 
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2:55-3:04 

competition. The question 

relates to a disaster film 

released in the past year, 

asking for the tag line for 

the film. The contestant 

correctly answers the 

question. 

 

The first pre-recorded jingle 

comprised of a man stating 

the name of the station to 

update listeners, whilst 

advertising the capability of 

a mobile phone’s radio 

function to listen to the 

station. 

 

The next 49 seconds is 

continuous advertising for 

companies and events 

located in the region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The jingle states the name 

of the station and claims it’s 

the number one radio 

station in Birmingham. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The song fades in without 

introduction, and is again of 

the dance/urban genre. 

recent would also generate a 

lot of young avid film 

watchers. 

 

 

 

 

 

The jingle reflects the 

amount of advertising 

galaxy radio consists of. 

Whilst the jingle reinforces 

the name of the station it 

promotes a product. 

 

 

 

The advertising is frequent 

and reiterated throughout 

the course of the day, but 

however is always relevant 

to the time of year and 

target audience. As 

Christmas vouchers are 

advertised at a modest price 

from a local retailer, and a 

theater production at the 

Birmingham NIA. 

 

The jingle again reinforces 

the name of the station to 

keep informing listeners. 

Also by promoting the 

status of the station as 

‘number 1’ in the city it 

highlights their reputation, 

entices new listeners and 

potentially attracts existing 

listeners of other 

competitors.  

 

Without the track or artist 

name being stated listeners 

are being lured in and 

hooked to listen to the song 

as a full track, this is a ploy 



to sustain the amount of 

listeners and prevent 

numbers from falling whilst 

gaining publicity for a new 

track.  

 

 

 

 


